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Instructions: Answer any four questions from section A and compulsory question no 6 

(Section B). Answers of a particular group should be written at the same place. Answer part 

A & B separately. Make reasonable assumptions wherever necessary. 

SECTION-A 

1 a) What is the mechanism of transfer of oxygen into water by a surface aerator?. List 4 

important causes due to which artificial aeration is needed. [ 4+ 3=07] 

b) Calculate the numb4r of 2 kW paddle wheel aerators required for aeration of shrimp 

pond with 2 ha area and 1.2 m depth of water under the following conditions: 

Initial stocking density = 16 per m3
, survival rate = 85%, maximum average weight of 

shrimp 35 g, minimum DO level maintained= 4 mg!L, DO saturation level at 30°C 

water temp. is 7.5 mg/L, Oxygen transfer rate under standard conditions= 2 kg02fkwh, 
alpha= 0.9 and beta= 0.94. Shrimp respiration is controlled by 0.487W0·88 and assume 
only 25% of oxygen transferred by aerator will be consumed by shrimp. [08] 

2a. What are the characteristics for an ideal pond for cage culture? [05] . . . 
b) What are the different components of a cage culture system and enumerate Engmeenng 

considerations in the design of cages. [04+06 = 1 0] 
' 

3a. A bulldozer of 270 HP is being used for 100 ha land preparation into four aquacultural 

ponds of equal; size. The distance between two dykes of ponds is 45 m and the width of 

the straight blade is 4 m. Estimate the probable output in banked cubic meters while 

working under the following conditions. (Data graphs given on page 3). 

a. Ground medium light soil, with output modification factor 8%. 

b. Terrain level + 10% upslope. 

c. Operator efficiency -good with output modification factor 10%. 

d. Job efficiency: 45 min working hour. 

e. Soil swell factor: 25% 

ii) From the data calculate the working period in the site with daily average of 12 hours 
work. 

iii) With a pre-loosen ground, using U-blade, find out the% change in the output. 
[5+4+3=12] 
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b) What are the advantages.and disadvantages of a cage culture system? [03] 

4 a) What are the characteristics of an ideal size reducer? [03] 

b) Enlist the equipment used for size reduction and enumerate one major type of grinding 
equipment used in the feed milling industry. [02+04 = 06 

c) Draw the layout of pellet feed manufacturing system ~d list. the equipment required [~ _, ~t 

·"1 ,. 

5 a) In a race way fish releasing the fecal matter of size 0.05 rnm having specific gravity of 
the rnaterial1.418 glee. Find out the minimum velocity required for cleaning the raceway 
and length of the raceway in rn, if exchange rate is 2. [04] 

b) Find out the power requirement of a screw conveyer having 25 em and 5 ern screw and 
shaft diameters respectively having pitch equal to screw diameter. The screw is being 
operated at 70 rpm and the material is being conveyed in feed milling plant upto arf 
distance of 10m. [04] 

c) Soybeans of size 4.33 mm was milled in a burr mill at two different settings of gaps 
between burr stones. The flour was analyzed by IS sieves for particle size determination 
as show in the table given below. The power required to mill soybean at first setting was 
6.75 kW. Calculate the power required to mill in the second setting using i) Rittinger's 
law and ii) Kick's law. The capacity of the grinder was 100 kg/h. , [7] 

IS Sieve Mass fraction of flour retained over sieve, g 

I setting II setting 
. 

100 -- --
70 . 6.8 6.4 

50 18.5 12.5 

40 38.1 36.1 

30 80.2 72.8 

20 97.0 101.6 

15 7.3 9.2 

Pan 2.1 11.4 

SECTION-B 

'· Draw the lay-out of a typical periaeid prawn hatchery of 5 nos. 2-tonne capacity 
larval rearing tanks showing all the associated physical facilities with proper 
labelling. Show the calculation regarding requirement of seawater, freshwater, air, 
larval natural food and disinfection/sterilization system. [10+ 10 = 20] 
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